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Distribution of Pressure in an Opposed-Anvil, High-Pressure Cell 
H. C. DUECKER E. R. LIPPINCOTT 

Optical studies under very high pressure 
suffer from the lack of well-standardized experI
mental equipment and procedures. A prelimin~ry 
requirement for this standardization is an under 
standing of the classical fixed anvil-hieh preG 
sure uell of Bridgman, since ot he r types of cells 
are generally calibrated using transition pres 
sures reported by him. The distribution of pres 
sure within a Bridgman-type oell is of particular 
concern. 

A Bridgman-type cell with diamond optics 
anvils has been described (!)l and its application 
to spectral (!) and optical stUdies (1) has boen 
reported. The optical quality of the diamondG 
permits high-resolution optical observationn ancl 
photography as well as spectral measurements . TI1C 

fa c t that materials can be viewed simul taneously 
under a continuous range of pressures, from 1 atm 
to about twice the applied pressure, makes it par
ticularly well adapted to the study of pres nure 
induced phase changes (~). 

A substance whose spectral characterI n('ics 
are known as a function of pressure may be ~ ppIIed 

t o the determination of the pressure dis tributIon 
within this cell if spectral data can be obtained 
from different microseotions of the sample (2)' 

HISTORICAL 

Bridgman was aware of a pressure gradienl 
(~) but he was unable to evaluate it satisfac t or
ily so that the pressures reported in his s tudien 
are ~me an applied pre ssures.~ 

Bridgman gave a qualitative description of 
the factors leading t o an uneven pressure din t!' l
but10nj viz., the coefficient of friction of the 
sample at the anvil surface, the applied pressure, 
the radius of the piston and the thickness of the 
sample film between the pistons. A quanti t at ive 
descript ion of the effect of these factors has 
been derived recently and will be discuss ed . 

Perhaps , the earliest evidence indicative of 
a pressure gradient was the formation of a depres 
sion in the surface of the hardened-steel pistons 
after only a few experiments. In this regard , he 

the pressure is greatest in the center of the pis
ton. HOHever , he felt that under certain condi 
lions the portion of the piston under the highest 
pressure would yield , wi t h the r esult that the 
pre Gsure may be greater at some distance away from 
lhe center . In conclusion, he was unable t o ar
l'ive at any cons istent pattern with the many mate 
rials tested , and thus used average pressure 
values. The introduction of l ess deformable an
VilS, e .g., pyrophyllite and diamond, presumably 
should lead to a less complicated pressure distri
bution than t hat observed by Bridgman. Recently, 
there have been attempts to assess the pressure 
v:lria tion In opposed anvil-high pressure cells. 
Roy et al (1 ) have observed the location i.e., 
dlGtance fr om the center, of the B1 transition 

I-II 
at 25.4 kbar for various applied pressures. The 
somewhat limited data indicate an increase in 
pressure fr om the edge to the cente r such that the 
maximum presnure at the center is about 2.5 times 
('he applied pressure . Christiansen et al (.§.) com
pro nsed s11ica glass in a similar type of pressure 
cell and have used the densification of the glass 
to evaluate the pressure distribution. The re
sulting pressure distribution is different from 
that reported by Roy et aI, being lowe r in the 
cente r than at the edge. Deaton and Graf (i), 
using the Bi transition, have compared the 

I-II 
pressures at tne oenter, edge and face of a tetra-
hedral anvil-high pressure oell. While the pres
sure at the face and center were within a few per
c0nt of each other, pressures nearer the edge were 
only 70 percent of the value at the center. 

A number of attempts have been made t o evalu
ate mathematically the pressure distribution under 
rigid Bridgman type anvils (10-12). These deriva
ti ons arrive at a relation of the form, 

P P G(r) e (2f!h)(r - 1' ) 
o 0 

where f is the coefficient of friction, h the dis
tance between t he anVilS, P the pressure at radius 
rand G(r) is a f unction of r, or unity. Jackson 
and Waxman (1!) have discussed the expected pres
sure distribution for elastic as well as plastic 

was able to measure only the permanent deformation materials with different arrangements of anvil and 
at 1 atm and not the deformation of the piston sample. For plastic materials such as those with 
under pressure during the experiment. The measure - which we are concerned, an exponent~al pressure 
ment of this depreSSion led him to beiieve that increase toward the center is predicted requiring 

1 
Underlined numbers in parentheses designate 

References at the end of the paper. 
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an abrupt (and presumably objectionable) pressure 
rise at the center. 

Thus, a need for a more precise measurement 
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Fig.3 Interference fringes from dia
mond cell 

of the magnitude and especially the shape of the 
pressure distribution in high-pressure cells is 
indicated before very reliable ~tate and spectro
scopic data can be obtained using high-pressure 
cells with a pressure ~radient. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

A microscope spectrophotometer descriueu 
elsewhere (13) has been built for the ·determina
tion of the spectra of selected areas of sub
stances mounted in the diamond anvil high pres 
sure cell. The physical dimensions of the cell 
make necessary the use of long-working-dis tance 
optics. Coniscopic optics normally used wi th the 
universal stage satisfy this requirement. Using 
the~e it ~s possible. to select an area as small 
as 10-7cm2 • The area of the diamonds used i n our 
experiments is 3.2 x 10-3cm2. Thus, 3000 spec t r al 
determinations would be required to completely 
cover the diamond area under these conditions. 
Since 50-100 measurements are enough to charac t er
ize properly the pressure distribution within the 
cell, we use scan areas of approximately 4 x 10-5 

cm2• Fifty-seven such circular sectors are taken 
from each specimen as indicated in Fig.l. 

After it was established that the pressure 
distribution was symmetric about the oenter of 
properly aligned diamonds, the sampling procedure 
was simplified to a pair of diametric measurements, 
with 17 such measurements from the scheme shown in 
Fig .l or by the use of 25 microsections with re
duced area as shown in Fig.2. Care was taken t o 
get a reasonably good alignment of the diamonds . 
Microsections with an air pocket were avoided, as 
the spectra taken from such areas were no t quan t i 
tatively correct and perhaps not qualitatively 
accurate. 

Use was made of the larger of these voids , 
however, since the spectral pattern obtained often 

2 

has a sufficient interference pattern that the 
spectral pOSitions of the fringes could be deter
mined . Such fringes are often observed owing to 
reflec tions fr om parallel plates (in this case the 
diamonds)( i4). The order, N, of the interference 
fri nge s can be assigned from the observed frequen
cies since 

The thickness , t , of the air layer (and hence the 
sample thickness ) can then be calculated by the 
r elation 

t = N/2 n
D N 

where nD 1s the index of refraction of the air. 
This procedure could be used only when the void 
was sufficiently large and the conditions for 
inte rferenc e were met. Sample thicknesses of from 
8 t o 15 were so measured. An example of the typi
cal interference pattern is given in Fig.3 along 
with the ass i gned fringe order. This pattern was 
obtained from a sample of nickel dimethylglyoxime 
diluted wi t h 3 parts KBr at an applied pressure of 
4 kbar. An attempt will be made in the future to 
apply the method to the measurement of sample ex
trusion and t he determination of the deformation 
of t he diamond anvils under pressure, although i t 
is now doubtful that the method will be sensitive 
enough for the latter determination. 

For pressure-distribution studies it is best 
t o selec t a substance which has an absorption band 
which shifts with pressure. Nickel dimethylglyox
ime is knmm t o have such an absorption band at 
19 ,000 cm-l and has been shown ·by Zahner and Drick
amer (!2) to have a shift of -80 cm-l/kbar. This 
shift has been verified by measurements in our 
laboratory, by scanning the entire sample in the 
diamond high-pressure cell. Thus, if we determine 
the peak position of the absorption band for each 



Fig.4 Pressure contours - good di
mond alignment. sample of nickel 
dimethylglyoxime diluted with 3 

parts KBr a t an applied pressure of 
12 kbar 

Fig. 5 Pressure contours - poor di
amond alignment, same sample 

used in Fig. 4 

at the illumination wavelength. ThUS, if the po-
si t ion of the ahsorption edge of a substance is 

microsection of a sample of nickel dimethylglyoxim€ known as a function of pressure, a series of 
in the diamond cell and know the peak posi tion as phot ographs taken at differen~ wavelengths can be 
a function of pressure, we can calculate the avc r- used t o develop pressure contour maps in much the 
age pressure of each microsection. By usinc; the same way as described above. 
microsectioning pattern of Fig.l, we can connect 
points of equal pressure and derive a pressure 
contour map such as that shown in Fig.4. A COI1-

tour map from a similar sample with poorly aligned 
diamonds is given in Fig.5. If instead we use t he 
microsectioning pattern shown in Fig.2, we get a 
pressure-distribution curve along the diamet er of 
the cell. 

Solid nickel dimethylglyoxime has an extinc

tion "coefficient of about 3 x l03 cm-l at 19,000 
cm-l so that it is difficult to get a good spec· 
trum of the material unless great care is taken 
to get a particularly thin specimen. This sub
stance was, therefore, in some experiments diluted 
with an alkali halide. A comparison of the spectra 
from diluted samples with that of the pure materi
al indicated no spectral effects due to chemical 
interaction. 

Aside from the spectrophotometric method, 
two other methods for the determination of pres
sure gradients have been used. ~photograph1c 

method has been particularly applicable to the 
determination of the pressure distribution of ma
terials with an absorption edge, such as m!:curous 
compounda or thallous halides. In this method, 
the sample is viewed in the ~amond cell under the 
microscope with monochromatic radiation. Thos e 
portions of the sample whose absorption edge is 
below the wavelength of radiation used will be 
transparent while those portions of the sample 
whose absorption edge is above will appear black. 
The boundary between the regions corresponds to 
the pressure at which the absorption edge occurs 

The method of following the position of a 
phase transition used by Roy et al (1) and Van 
Val lcenburg (~) is simplified by the use of photo· 
graphs . In t his method, however, one can only 
fol l ow the position of one contour (the pressure 
of phase trans ition) as a function of applied 
pressure and does not obtain pressure contours 
like thos e given with the other two methods. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The procedure for a typical pressure-gradi
ent determination of the spectrophotometric method 
follows. Nickel dimethylglyoxime is ground in a 
mortar with 2, 3 or 5 parts by weight of KBr, NaCl 
or LiF until the sample is uniformly mixed. A 
milligram of the sample is placed on the larger 
diamond anvil and the smaller diamond anvil is 
pl aced in the cell and the diamonds are pressed 
together. The pressure is increased to about 5 
kbars where the" diamonds may be checked for proper 
alignment by noting the uniformity of the color 
variation across the diamond surface. The pres
sure is reduced to room pressure and then reapplied 
slowly to the desired pressure. Thus, the spectral 
me asurements were made under conditions of increas
ing pressure. 

A complete analysis of the friction of the 
lever-and-piston system has not been made but it 
was found that the hysteresis of the pressure data 
from the cell could be reduced substantially by 

liberally lubricating the screw of the pressure 
cell and by working the screw back and forth a 

3 
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Fig.6 Pressure hysteresis in diamond cell 

fraction of a turn about the position givine the 
desired pressure. (This prooedure probably pro
vides somewhat the same working of the s ample as 
the anvil in Bridgman's oell.) The redUotion In 
the hysterosis by this method is shown in Flg .6 . 

After working the sample properly in till' 

diamond high-pressure cell, it is placed on (,h ,' 

stage of the microscope and positioned whi l e vI ew
ing with the stage ocular at a magnification of 
l25X. The sample is secured to the stage and then 
viewed with the microseotioning ooular (a t a mag
nification of l80x) without the fixed aperture in 
position. The desired fixed aperture is slid i nt o 
position and the sample image is moved wi th re 
spect to the fixed aperture (with the aid of the 
objective oentering screws) until the des ired po
sition is found. A fine adjustment on the fIxe d 
aperture slide is provided which makes this ad 

justment still easier. However, if one is making 
quantitative measurements, it is necessary to 
maintain the position of the fixed aperture slide 
so the image will be always projected ont o the 
same position of the photocell surface. The 3-mm 
fixed aperture is used in the microsectioning pat 
tern shown in Fig.l and the 2-mm aperture f or the 
pattern shown in Fig.2. 

The monochromatic light source .is now used 
t o illuminate the specimen and the alignment 
checked again before projecting the apertured sam
ple image directly onto the photocell for the 
spectral determination. The spectrophotometric 
scans were made from 750m~ down to 400m in the 
case of nickel dimethylglyoxime. This range is 
adequate to cover the red shift from 19,000 cm- l 

to 13,500 cm-l oorresponding to pressures up to 
70 kbar. 
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Fig.7 Spectral data from positions along cell 
diame ter, data taken from positions indicated 

in Fig. 1 

A typic al set of data from aoross one diame
Ler of the dIamond cell oontaining niokel dimothyl
Riy oxime dilutod with five parts of LiF is given 
In FIg .7. Tho ab sorbanoe values are not aocurate 
since some of the curves have been moved up or 
down to permit the reader to see the frequency 
shift with pressure . 

The determination of pressure contours by 
the photographic method has been used with thalli
um bromide and nickel dimethylglyoxime. Zahner 
and Drickamer have reported a shift of -115 cm-l / 
kbar for the absorption edge of TIBr (16). Pola
r oid high speed (ASA 3000) film was used to make 
phot os of the se SUbstances. The monochromator of 
the model 350 spectrophotometer was used for the 
i llumination. The sample preparation is the same 
as given above except neither of the materials 
were dilu ted . The pressure contour being obtained 
fr om each phot ograph. The contour lines of five 
t o ten photographs at different wavelengths were 
taken for each sample under pressure. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Optical obse rvation of nickel dimethylglyox
ime in the diamond high-pressure cell had led to 
the conclusion that the pressure decreases from 
the center of the cell to the edge and that the 
incremental change in pressure increases toward 
the edge. 

These observations were supported by the 
data obtained in our early stUdies on nickel di
methylglyoxime diluted with 3 parts KBr. Fig.5 is 
a cont our map of a sample at 12 kbar mounted be-
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tween improperly aligned diamonds. If an avern/:e 
pressure value is assigned to each t errac e of i lK

contour map and mul tiplied by the area of tile L (~ r 

r ace, an average pressure of 11.9 kbar i s olJ Lnlnc-d , 
in good agreement with the applied pres sure . A 
similar determination for Fig.4, repres ent1nl~ lhe 
same sample at 12 kbar with well aligned di amonds , 
gives a value of 12.3 kbar. 

A similarly shaped pressure contour map was 
obtained for pure nickel dimethylglyoxime using 
the photographic method. These photographs ar e 
given in Fig.8 with the illumination used and the 
assigned pressures. It is much more difficult to 
determine the position of the boundary at higher 
pressures owing to the broadening and decre as e in 
intensity of the absorption band. This probl em 
could .perhaps be reduoed by the use of a high
contrast film. 

The photographic method has been more ade
qua tely applied to the determination of pres suro 
Qf,'l.'~"\\\- s. ~\W ~ ~;;!.\)~\'.lf;l Q-(' \)~\\'~ ttw,l U\WJ. t\:t.'<'In.l,h~ . 

*'\~ ~\\ 1~,..(-.~' ~ ',"'~~ .. <,q '\l'- \'\)":";, .~~"'<' ~ ~ '·i'~~' .,~\ ~'- ~ ...... :.. \ '~ , ...... ~ 
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are given in Fig.lO. From these studies, it, can 
be seen that with proper alignment of the diamonds , 
the samples distributed uniformly about the cenLer 
of the cell. Therefore, data obtained by t he s im
pler microsectioning pattern given in Fig.2 i s 
Just as meaningful, and the mathematics of diamet 
ric profiles are more conveniently treated. 

A parabolic pressure decrease from the cen
ter to the edge of the oell, in agreement with Llle 
prediotion from our optioal observationa, waa 
found in evory oxporiment. Howover, sever al com
mon deviations often ooourred; e.g., at low pres 
sures the parabola did not always extend to the 
ed~e of the dirunonds I1S shown by the LiF ourve 1n 
F1.g .ll+. This OOCUl'l'cd mostly with t he l ess a OI\\

pressible materia ls and at low pressures. I t i s 
the result of a sharper pressure drop near t he 
edge than expected and is probably due to t he or i- • 
entation of the sample during the high-pressure 
working procedure, preoeding the investiga t ion at 
the low pressure. It appears that the hi eh - pr e s 
sure gradient is "frozen in" near the edge of t he 
cell as the pressure is decreased; i.e., thc r e 
arrangement of the material near the edge is ex
ceedingly slow under these low pressure condit ions. 

Another flaw in the curves is an occasiona l 
bump of too great a magnitude to be of ins t rumen
tal origin. This appears to be due to the l ack of 
a precisely uniform layer of material between the 
diamonds, as it too occurs with the less compres
sible materials. Another oause of such defec t s is 
the occasional formation of "materials streams " 
during the extrusion of the sample from the cell 
on initial compression. The subsequent fis sure 

Fig.8 Photos of Ni(DMG)2 in cell taken 
at various , ... avelengths 

formation wi t hin the sample prevents a completely 
uniform redistribution of the sample. In some 
case s where the materials streams are quite large, 
and numerous, a steeper pressure gradient is ob
served, simply because the lower effective con
tact ar ea results in a higher average pressure. 

A t hird problem which can be observed in 
some of t he data reported is that of obtaining an 
exactly uniform distribution about the center of 
the diamond. At the time the measurements were 
made , fine adjustments of the diamond alignment 
were not made on each oompression beoause we were 
looking for the effect of increased pressure on 
the alignment of the diamonds. In this regard, we 
learned that the diamonds have little or no "self
aligning" tendency. While this may at first ap
pear to be a disadvantage, it is a very desirable 

5 
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Fig.9 Photos of TIBr in cell taken at various wavelengths 

characteristic in the long run, since rather t han 
adjust to a roughly dispersed sample placed be
tween the diamonds, they crush and/or redistribute 
the sample into a thin reasonably uniform layer. 
(The uniformity of such a layer is probably a 
function of the compressibility of the sample and 
the area of the diamonds.) 

After the qualitative observations an at
tempt was made to evaluate other parameters af
fecting the pressure distribution. The distribu
tion across the diameter of the cell for a sample 
of nickel dimethylglyoxime diluted with 2 parts 
NaCl at different pressures is given in Fig.ll. 
These curves are representative of curves obt ained 
between 10 and 60 kbar. The curves are ne ar l y 
parabolic in shape, although a more criticul plot, 
viz., P versus (6r)2, where 6r is the normalized 
distance fram the center of the diamond, i s not 
exactly linear as expected for a true parabola. 
This latter type of plot representing the data in 
Pig.ll is given in Fig.12. As mentioned in the 

6 

foregoing, curves obtained at 5 kbar or less were 
not generally true parabolas. Pressure gradient 
studies in the sUb-io kbar range were not exhaus
tively studied, since data from the literature in 
the very high-pressure region (above 10 kbar) is 
of primary concern. 

The effect of diluent concentration is demon
strated by the pressure distribution given in Fig. 
13 for nickel dimethylglyoxime diluted with 2, 3 
and 5 parts of NaCl as indicated. The elastic 
proPerties of nickel dimethylglyoxime are not known 
but from our studies, it appears to be less plas
tic than LiF, NaCl, KBr or TIEr and gives a less 
parabolic distribution in the pressure cell than 
these materials. In high dilutions, the mixture 
behaves more like NaCI and there is little resist
ance to forming a parabolic distribution about the 
center (as justified later in the discussion). As 
the dilution is decreased the pressure distribution 
becomes more nearly like that of pure nickel di
methylglyoxime. More light will be shed on the 
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Fig.10 Pressure contours - TlBr 

solution of this problem later when compressibil 
ity data is used to derive a pressure gradient 
profile. 

An example of the effeot of the alkal i hal
ide used as a diluent is given in Fig.14. The 
least compressible (and perhaps least plasti c) ma
terial, LiP, gives a flatter distribution 's i nc e 
some resistance is offered to the uniform r edi s 
t ribution of material in the ce~l, while the curve 
for the more compressible K8r is more nearly par a
bolic. 

DISCUSSION 

The empirical pressure distribution found i n 
these stUdies 

2 
P = k (t:;.r) 

is considerably different from that predicted by 
stress analysis, although a pressure increas e to
ward the center is predicted in both cases. 

The stress-analysis approach is limited by 
the complexity of the differential equations de
rived to include the factors known to affect the 
pressure distribution. In order to get solutions 
of these equations, assumptions or approximations 
must be made with respect to one or more of the 
variables. 

It occurred to us that the pressure distri-
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Fig.11 Pressure gradient at 5, 10, 20 
and 40 kbar 

but ion migh t be r e l at ed to some experimentally de
t ermined proper t y of the material being investi
gated, such as the compressibili t y. While these 
da t a are not ava ilable for pure nickel dimethyl
glyoxime, t hey are available for t he alkali hal
ides which we used as diluents. At diluent con
cent r ations of 70 - 80 percent, the mixtures be
have considerably different from pure nickel di
me thylglyoxime and not unlike the pure alkali 
ha lide used as the diluent. Therefore, an attempt 
was made t o determine the expected pressure dis
tr i bution fr om compressibility data on the alkali 
halides. 

If a pressure gradient exists within the 
sampl e waf er compressed between the diamond anvils, 
a compressibi~ity gradient must also exist within 
the wafer, since the compressibility of a material 
is known to be a function of the pressure. For 
most materials, therefore, we would expect the 
ma terial in the center of the diamond to be less 
compressible (although more compressed, compact or 
of higher density) than material nearer the edge 
of t he diamonds which is at a lower pressure. 
Since t he cpmpressibility of many materials is 
known as a function of pressure, we should be able 
t o determine the compressibility distribution be
t ween two known pressures. In our experiments, we 
know the pressure at the edge approache's 1 atm 
and, in addition, we have a reasonably accurate 
measure of the applied pressure, Pa , from the com
pression of the calibrated spring. 

The instantaneous compressibility, k, is de
fined as 

k 

7 
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but at higher pressures where V becomes large it 
has become customary to define a compressibility, 
~, as 
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all diluents at 3 parts by weight 

since the volume at 1 atm is well known and this 
definition lends itself more readily t o an accurate 
experimental determination. In addition, this 
value is of more importance to the engineer who is 
particularly interested in compressibility data. 
Thus, the compressibilities in the literature are 
~-values, although they are often reported in the 
form 

6V/V 
0 

., aP -- bP2 from which ~ ., a - 2bP (1) 

Values of 6V/Vo ' a and b are available for some 
representative materials at 300 as well as 6V/Vo 
values for some of the alkali halides at "pressures 
from 5 to 50 kbar at 20°. Good compressibility 
data above these pressures are not available so 
that it is difficult to establish a good empirical 
relation over a very wide pressure range. At 30 
to 50 kbar the bP term of relation (1) is already 
quite importa~t. A theoretical treatment of com
pressibility based on finite-strain theory requires 
an even greater pressure dependence (1I) . Thus, 
the lack of good compressibility data prevents a 
detailed evaluation of the equations derived below 
at applied pressures greater than 20 kbar. (Un
fortunately, experimental factors discussed earlier 
limit the evaluation at pressures of 10 kbar or 
less. ) 

Let us consider a confined sample in the 
form of a cylindrical wafer mounted between nonde
formable diamond anvils with radius, r o ' separated 
by a distance , h, at an applied pressure, P (see 

a 
Fig.15). Now the volume, V, may be expressed 
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Fig. 15 Pressure-volume rela tions in diamond ceJ I 
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Fig. 16 Calcula ted pressure gradient
TlSr, 12 kbar 

2 
V c f (P,T,h,r) c ~r h 

o 

At constant temperature and pressure 

(dV/dP)p T , ,r 
2 

'" ~r (dh/dP) 
o r 

, 
h 
in -

However, this is the same volume ohange which would 
oocur at a given applied pressure in an identical 
system of constant h and variable r, Fig .26(b), 
i.e. 

(dV/dP) '" 2~rh (dr/dP) 
P,T,h 0 

This volume change can be related to ~ and give a 
relations for dP/dr, the pressure gra,dient. Com
bining the definition of ~, equation (1) and the 
foregoing expression, we get 

- (l/V ) 2~rh (dr/dP) = ~ 
o 0 

Multiplying both sides by Vo/~Va' where ~Va 
~ho(r~ - r~), we get 

2 2 
- (2r/r - r ) dr c (~dP) (V /~V ) 

o a 0 a 

Integrating between ro and r corresponding 
kbar at the edge to P '" P at r. we get 

to P= 0 

-f 2 2 
c V /~V fP pdP (2r/r - r ) dr 

0 a o a 
0 

0 

or 
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Fig. 17 Calculated pressure gradient
NaC1, 20 \<bar 
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Fig.18 Compressibility calculation - NaC1 

2 
1 - r 
1 r2 

a 

2 
(aP - bP )V 

o 
V 

a 

2 
aP - bP 
aP _ bP2 

a a 

60 

(2) 

Similarly, the pressure, P, and r may be compared 
t o Pm' the maximum pressure at the center of the 
cell by means of a similar derivation to get rela
tion (3). 

2 
1 - r 

2 
1 - r 

m 

2 
(aP - bP )V 

o 

~V 
m 

2 
aP - bP 
aP _ bP2 

m m 

(3) 

Now . it is necessary to introduce another re
lation to evaluate the constant r . viz. a' 

9 
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where Pi is the pressure of any circular r Ing 
about the center and Ai is the area of the ring . 
Thus, the denominator is the total ar ea of the 
diamond equal to nr2. P, the average pressure is 

o 
assumed to be equal to the applied pres sure , P , 

a 
as should be the case for the frictionless sys t em. 
Now as i ~ 00, we can apply the integr al over all 
pressures from 0 to P , the maximum pr es sure in 

m 
the cell. 

- 1m P ., 
o f

'P 2 m 2 2 
A dP/nr a r dP/r 

i 0 0 
o 

We can evaluate r2 in terms of P since ' from rela
tion (3) 

Therefore 

2 2 
r - 1 - (aP - bP laP 

m 
2 

- bP ) 
m 

J' pal m dP 2 
bP dP) 

o 

from which P /p ., 0.5 + 6(aPm- bP2)/bP2 . (lq 
a m In m 

From.this relation Pm can bc determined when 
the applied pressure is known. Sincc the b term 
is generally small, there is no significant effect 
on Pm at low pressures. For example, f or sodium 
chloride at 10 kbar, Pm/Pa ., 1.997. 

Term r can be determined by combining ex
pressions (2t and (3) to obtain 

2/ 2 2/ 2 r r ., 1 - (aP - bP aP - bP ) (5) 
a 0 a a In m 

The effect of P on ra is greater Lhan the P I p 
m a 

relation above, e.g., at Pm = 10 kbar with sodium 
chloride, ra ., 0.692 ro while a t 40 kbar, r a = 
0.621 roo 

ThUS, it can be seen that a t low pressures 

11m 
p-+ 0 P /p 

a m a 

lim 
.. 2.0 and p_o r I r 

a a 0 

The limits of these relations cannot as yet be de
termined at higher pressures as compressibility 
data above 40 kbar is not adequate . In general, 
therefore, this theory predicts Pm/Pa~ 2.0 and 
decreases with increasing pressure . Further, 
ra!: 0.707 ro and decreases (or moves toward the 
center) as pressure increases. 

The agreement of the experimental data with 
this theory is very good with regard to the gener
al shape of the pressure distribution curve. The 
curves shown in Figs.ll, 13 and 14 all have less 

10 

parabolic character as the pressure increases to
ward the center as predicted by relation (2) and 
demonstrated in Fig.12. The calculated curve for 
pure thallium bromide is given in Fig.16 along 
wi t h t he exp'erimental points. As indicated earli
er, t he diamonds were not aligned properly to get 
exact agreement but the shape is fairly well es
t~blished. A further example using a more com
PJ'e~sible material at a higher pressure is given 
in FIg .17. This curve is taken from a sample of 
nickel dimethylglyoxime diluted with 2 parts sodi
um chloride at an applied pressure of 20 kbar. At 
this pressure the calculated deviation from para
bolism at the center is noticeable but in quite 
good agreement with the data. 

The relation P Ip S 2.0 is not so well m a 
verified by our experiments particularly at low 
appl i ed pressures. This is probably due to the 
improper alignment of the diamonds and the incom
pl ete r edistribution of the material between the 
diamonds at low pressures as discussed earlier. 
At higher pressures the values are less than 2.0 
as predicted by the theory, Table 1. Predicted 
value s a re not given at pressures greater than 20 
kbar since adequate oompressibility data arc not 
available. At 20 kbar the experimental values 
from well-aligned diamonds agree quite well with 
the caloulated value for the pure alkali halide. 

A further test of the Pm/Pa relation will b 

pur sued when compressibility data over a larger 
pr essure range becomes available at 25 deg. Thif 
may require a modification of equation (4) to in· 
clude a greater pressure dependence. 

Experimental and calculated values of ra al 
given in Table 2 for different materials at 20 
kbar, as well as some experimental values at 40 
j<bar. The agreement is about the same as that f 
the Pm/p relation. Thus, relation (2) adequate. a 
de s cribes the pressure distribution of these sub 
s t ances in the diamond high pressure cell if dis 
t ributed uniformly between properly aligned dia
monds. 

CALCULATION OF COMPRESSIBILITY 
FROM PRESSURE-DISTRIBUTION DATA 

Compressibility data have been applied quj 
s atisfactorily to the determination of the pres· 
sure distribution in the diamond-anvil high-pre: 
sure cell. The fact that the main barrier to g ~ 

ing the theory a rigorous test is the lack of a 
quate compressibility data suggests that the prl 
sure gradient within the cell be applied to the 
determination of compressibil1tie's. The method 
requires a reference compressibility much the s 
as the pressure distribution required a referen 
t o the applied or maximum pressure. However, i 
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TABLE I 

AGREEHfiNT OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED PARAMETERS 

IN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS 

Samplo 

Pure NI(D~IG)2 

Pure TlBr 

NI (miG) 2 In KBr(l: 2)" 

NI(DMG)2 In NaCI(1:2) 

NI(DMG)2 In NaCl(l:J) 

Ni(DMG)2 ~n NaCl(llJ) 
poor alignment 

Pure NI(D~IG)2 

Pura nBr 

NI(DMG)2 In KUr(I:2) 

NI(DMG)2 In NaCI(I:2) 

NI(DMG)2 In NaCI(l:3) 

Ni(DMG)2 In NaCI(l:J) 
poor lllgnmcnt 

Pm/Po 

20 kbar 40 !-bar 

expo r. ~.' oxrc r . 

2.0 

2.0 1.96 

1. 85 1.90 

1.80 1.95 1.43 

2.0 1. 95 

1.60 1. 95 

___ r o/r,::,o _____ _ 

expar. ~ •• 

0.70 

0.68 0.61 

0.52 0.60 

0.69 0.62 0.55 

0.62 0.62 

0.70 0.62 

• calculation b •• ed on the pure alkali halide 
··pha.r tr.n.ltlon ot 18 kbar with a 10' volume decrea.e make. 
c.leul.tlon dl'fleult Ind CIUI ••• steeper pre •• ure gradient 

a (Va/vo) value of 0.070 is required to give 

~o 

-6 
~ = 4 .1 x 10 

o 

Thls value of 6Va/Vo is then us ed to convert the 
slopes at other points along the curve to ~-values, 
slnce relat ion (7) is applicable at any pressure 
as well as at 1 atm. The points so oalculated 
from the s lopes are indicated in the upper part of 
the figure. TI1e solid line is a plot of compressi
blllty of pure sodium ohloride oalculated from 
6V/Vo data oJ.' Bl'1dgmen (18). The agreOlllent is sur-
prioingly good but one must remember that P docs 
not ohange as rapidly with pressure as 6V/Vo ,and 
the experimental points oannot be determined very 
acourate ly from the slopes. 

The agreemont with the literature oompressi
bility values is apparently real sinco the pres
sure gradient cur ve fer the same sample a t 40 kbar 
gives similar results although the spre ad is 
greate r , due perhaps to a less ac ourate ly known 
pressure profile. (These particular radial pro
files were determined frem only 6 experimental 
measurements; more points are usually required t o 
get smoo th profiles.) 

Although the method appears to work fairly 
well, some concern should be shown about a number 
of problems. We would not, off hand, expect a 
matrix with 1 part niokel dimothylglyoxime and 2 
part s sodium chlorido to havo exac t ly tho same 

will be seon that t he referenoe oompressibili ty compressibility as sodium ohloride . On this basis, 
can be ohosen as the oompressibility at atmospheric the agreement would appear to be fortuitous. On 
pressure, a value whioh oan be more accura t ely de - the other hand, it appears, from qualitative ob
termined than perhaps at any other pressure and by servations made in this laboratory over a period 
independent methods. 

It has been shown earlier that 
of a year or t wo, that when a substance is diluted 
with 30 per~ent or more of a l es s compressible 
material the matrix behaves much the same as the 

(6) less compressible material alone. It is rather 

In Fig. 18 it was seen that a plot of 1_1'2 versus 
pressure is not linear. Equation (6) requi res 
nonlinearity since ~ is pressure dependent. Now, 
as the pressure approaches 1 atm (at the edge of 
the cell) t3~ t3 0 ' the compressibility at 1 atm . 

Let us consider a plot, similar to tha t in 
Fig. 18 but with pressure on the abscissa since 
S is dependent on pressure. This is an experi
mental pressure gradient determined on a sample 
of nickel dimethylglyoxime diluted with 2 part s 
sodium chloride at 20 kbar applied pressure. So 
for sodium chloride is known to be 4.1 x 10-6 at 
20°, The slope of the experimental plot at the 
origin was found to be 1/17050 ~ 0.00586, so that 

difficult t o imagine that the compressibility 
would not be affected by a minor component concen
tration of 33 percent. This is an interesting 
problem which must be solved before further quan
titative work can be done . 

The determination of slopes from a curve is 
neither convenient nor very accurate. If this ' 
work is continued, a large number of experimental 
points should be taken along the radius of near
perfectly aligned diamonds in order to obtain a 
smooth radial profile. A computer should be used 
to calculate the best curve using the best known 
compressibility-pressure relation. The computer 
should be instructed to evaluate the experimental 
slope at 1 atm and from a given value of ~o' com-

11 ' 
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pute the compressibility at any pressure from 1 Sc iences, vol. 71, 1937, PP. 387-460. 
atm to Pm' the maximum pressure in the cell under _ 7 M. B. Myers, F. Dachille, R. Roy, "Pres-
the conditions used. If compressibili ty data is sure Multiplication Effect in Opposed-Anvil Con-
desired over a wider pressure range, the applied fi gurations," Review of Scientific Instruments, 
pressure may simply be increased appropriate ly and Vol. 34, 1963, PP. 401-402. 
another pressure profile determined experImentally . 8 E. B. Christiansen, S. S. Kistler, W. B. 

Although considerably more work (partIcularly Gogarty , "Irreversible Compressibility of Silica 
theoretical) must be done, pressure pI'ofIle:; ap- Gl ass as a means of Determining the Distribution 
pear to offer a unique and convenien t. mu!'hod for 
the determination of compressibili tien. In the 
latter regard, compressibilities can be determined 
over a wide pressure range (probably up t o 200 
kbar) and perhaps in a single experiment. A dia
mond-anvil high-pressure cell equipped wi t h a tem
perature jacket would probably pel'mit t he deter
mination of compressibllit1es as a funct ion of 
temperature as well, with only perh:1ps a mIc r ogram 
of material in a single compression, I l 'OV IdIn~ 
care is taken to obtain equilibriwn 00ndlt ions . 
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